Recent developments in Web technology such as the inclusion of scripting languages, frames, and the growth of dynamic content, have made the process of retrieving Web content more complicated, and sometimes tedious. For example, Web browsers do not provide a method for a user to bookmark a frame-based Web site once the user navigates within the initial frameset. Also, some sites, such as travel sites and online classifieds, require users to go through a sequence of steps and fill out a sequence of forms in order to access their data. Using the bookmark facilities implemented in all popular browsers, often it is not possible to create a shortcut to access such data, and these steps must be manually repeated every time the data is needed. However, hard-to-reach pages are often the best candidates for a shortcut, because significantly more effort is required to reach them than to reach a standard page with a well-defined URL.
Introduction
The growing trend of making the Web more interactive and personalized, together with the explosion of dynamic content has led to the wide use of scripting lan-guages, frames, cookies, and forms. As a result, the process of retrieving Web content has become more complicated, and can sometimes be tedious. For example, Web browsers do not provide a method for a user to bookmark a frame-based Web site once the user navigates away from the initial frameset. Also, some sites require users to go through a sequence of steps in order to access their data. For example, in order to find out the available flights and fares for a certain itinerary, one needs to login at a travel Web site (by filling out a form with login id and password), and enter the itinerary information to retrieve the available fares. These steps cause dynamic pages to be generated, often with session-ids encoded in the URL or embedded inside the page. Using the bookmark facilities implemented in all popular browsers, it is not possible to create a shortcut to the list of available flights. Consequently, in order to track the cost of a trip, these steps must be repeated multiple times. Such pages are often the best candidates for a shortcut, because significantly more effort is required to reach them than to reach a standard page which has a well-defined URL.
In order to address this shortcoming, we built the WebVCR system. WebVCR presents a VCR-style interface to record and play browsing steps. It is very simple to use: a user needs only instruct the system to start recording and go on with his usual navigation. Once he reaches the desired final page, he can stop recording and save the sequence of browsing steps in a smart bookmark to be replayed at a later time. Smart bookmarks are shortcuts to Web content that require multiple browsing steps to be retrieved -they may be saved in bookmark lists, or mailed to others like any other bookmark. 
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Whereas the ability to create shortcuts to hard-to-reach Web content can be a time saver for a user, it is specially useful for applications that consume such content. Significant effort has already been invested into developing techniques to build wrappers to extract information from HTML pages (see e.g., [11, 15, 1] ) and more recently to query XML documents (see e.g., [7] ). However, issues involving the actual retrieval of the data have been largely overlooked. Currently, in order to automate the retrieval process, one must write a program (an access wrapper) in general purpose languages such as Perl and Java, or more specialized languages such as WebL [11] to perform the required navigation. However, especially in the context of Web integration systems, this is not always practical. Given the rate at which Web sites change, maintaining a large number of access wrappers can be very time consuming. The WebVCR can be used to quickly create access wrappers to Web content. Creating and updating these wrappers is a simple process involving only the usual browsing actions.
As a result, a number of applications can be greatly simplified by the WebVCR. For example, casual users can easily put together personal portals (such as http://my.yahoo.com) with information retrieved from sites of their choice (e.g., their bank balance, weather report, etc.) [3] . This and other new applications enabled by WebVCR are described in Section 3.
Even though the underlying idea of the WebVCR is rather simple, there are many issues that need to be addressed for it to work properly. For example, in order to record users' actions in a transparent fashion and handle various features present in Web sites (e.g., cookies, JavaScript, etc.), we have to get around issues such as security restrictions of browsers and their limited APIs. In addition, because the structure of a Web page may change between record and replay, a major challenge is to guarantee that the smart bookmark leads to the Web page originally intended. In what follows, we will discuss these and other problems we found in detail, as well as our solutions to them.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give an overview of the Web-VCR system and its methodology. Applications simplified and/or enabled by WebVCR are described in Section 3. Implementation details and our experiences are presented in Section 4. Related work is discussed in Section 5, and we conclude in Section 6 with future directions we plan to pursue.
Methodology
The record-play facility provided by WebVCR allows users to save shortcuts to Web pages that do not have a well-defined (static) URL. In this section we describe the methodology behind WebVCR, and illustrate one of its uses: a personal WebVCR that lets casual Web users create smart bookmarks.
The main idea behind WebVCR is to transparently record a sequence of browsing steps that can be saved, and automatically replayed later. We break down this functionality into three coarse functions:
Notification: Tracking users' actions In order to provide this functionality, the WebVCR requires a mechanism to keep track of all actions performed by a user while browsing, which links and buttons are clicked, what information is input in forms, etc. This can be achieved in many different ways, for example: the browser can be modified to provide notifications for each action performed (e.g., the link with DOM address link[0] and label Find Flights was clicked); a proxy can be used that rewrites each page and replaces all hrefs with calls to a well-known script which can then provide the notification facility; a proxy can be used to monitor all HTTP commands sent to/from the browser; JavaScript event handlers can be attached to all active (clickable and changeable) objects in the page. Note that multiple techniques can be combined.
Recording: Storing user's browsing information Once notification about an action is received, enough information must be saved so that the step can be replayed later. Since a smart bookmark may visit several (static and dynamic) pages, at each page the WebVCR must be able to identify the correct action needed to retrieve the next page. Our initial implementation uses the DOM signature (e.g., document.links [5] , that represents the fifth link in the current document) of the active (clicked/modified) object, as well as other information available about the object (see Section 4.1 for details). Note that storing only the DOM signature of the objects is not enough. Take for example sites such as http://amazon.com that may display a different number of ads each time a page is visited. If the new ad contains a link (or a form), the DOM signatures of all subsequent links (or forms) change -if the selection of the object is based solely on the DOM, an incorrect object may be chosen during replay.
Playback: Replaying users' actions
Correctly replaying a series of steps is one of the major challenges for the WebVCR. Complications arise for many reasons. For example, as illustrated in Example 1, since URLs may have embedded session-ids, during replay simply using a recorded URL for the final page will not work. Other complicating factors include: the difficulty of determining that a page has been fully loaded, and as a result, determining when the next step should be executed during replay; changes in the structure of pages that occur between the record and replay (e.g., banner ads may be added or removed); forms with hidden attributes which encode session and other information that changes constantly; steps that encompass the execution of a JavaScript function (e.g., the onclick event handler of a button), or the use of a plugin or Java applet. Robustness issues and the implementation of the replay functionality are discussed in more detail in Section 4.3.
Building a WebVCR
There are many possible ways to implement a WebVCR system depending on the choice of notification system, where and how smart bookmarks are replayed, and where and how they are stored. Because of space limitations, in this paper we restrict our discussion to two different architectures, client-based and server-based. The differences and tradeoffs between these architectures are discussed in Section 2.2. We also restrict our discussion of implementation details to Netscape Navigator.
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In what follows, we illustrate how Web traversals are recorded and replayed using a client-based implementation, the personal WebVCR.
The architecture of the personal WebVCR is shown in Figure 2 . The personal Web-VCR uses a Java applet in conjunction with the user's browser to record and replay smart bookmarks. The applet can be installed on the end-user's desktop, or downloaded whenever required from a Web site hosting this applet. ...
Step 1
Step n-1 WebVCR Fig. 3 . Recording smart bookmarks
The user starts the WebVCR by loading the WebVCR starting page into a browser window (MainWindow). The starting page opens a new browser window (AppletWindow) and loads an HTML page containing the WebVCR applet. The reason for loading the WebVCR applet in its own browser window is to make the applet persistent (while the user is recording/playing smart bookmarks in the MainWindow). The applet, which has standard VCR-style buttons (see Figure 4) , is then started. The recording process is depicted in Figure 3 . To record a smart bookmark, the user traverses the Web to the desired starting point for the smart bookmark and clicks on the Record button in the applet. Clicking on the Record button causes two actions to take place (which are transparent to the user): (1) the applet records the current URL as the starting location of the smart bookmark; and (2) the applet inserts event handlers on all elements in the MainWindow that the user might operate on. From then on, as the user navigates via link traversals or form submissions, each action triggers an event handler that causes the applet to record the corresponding ¥ Issues regarding implementation of WebVCR using Microsoft Internet Explorer are discussed in Section 4. action. Whenever a new page is loaded, the applet re-inserts the event handlers (Step 2 above). As shown in Figure 5 , the applet window keeps the user informed of his progress.
When the user finally reaches the desired page, he clicks on the Stop button and the applet stops recording. The user can then play or step through the recorded smart bookmark. During replay, the WebVCR applet uses the steps recorded in the smart bookmark to inform the browser which action to take in order to retrieve the next page. For example, for link traversals, the corresponding URL is loaded into the browser; for form submissions, the values input by the user (and recorded in the smart bookmark) are used to fill the form before submitting it.
A set of smart bookmarks can be concatenated. For example, one may create a smart bookmark for login at a specific site, and a number of others to perform distinct after-login activities. However, there is a requirement that the first step in each sequence of smart bookmarks must have a well-defined URL. For example, if the user has been browsing inside a frameset such that the current URL doesn't reflect the content in the frames, then replay will not work properly.
Once a smart bookmark is recorded, the user also has the option of saving it into an HTML file that contains a representation of the smart bookmark along with a reference to the WebVCR applet. This HTML page can be bookmarked like any other Web page, and can be added to the browser's bookmark/favorites list. If the user loads that HTML page into a browser, the WebVCR applet starts and automatically replays the entire recorded smart bookmark, thus providing the user with one-click access to the final page.
Architectural variants
In the discussion above, we described an implementation of a client-based Web-VCR that uses a WebVCR applet and browser to record and play smart bookmarks. However, for applications such as Web clipping for wireless access (see Section 3), a tool is needed that does not require the use of a full-fledged browser on the client side, and that minimizes the communication between client and server. For such an application, a server-side process that receives a request, performs the replay, and ships only (some section of) the final page is more appropriate. Figure 6 depicts a server-based architecture for the WebVCR. A central server provided by a trusted third party records, stores, and replays smart bookmarks.
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Since the WebVCR does not make use of the layout of HTML pages rendered by a browser, a browser is not necessary during replay. Instead, a light-weight Web client that understands the HTTP protocol, has an HTML parser to extract the DOM information, and (possibly) has a JavaScript interpreter to handle Dynamic HTML can be used. In the scenario where multiple users simultaneously access the central server, a light-weight client is preferable to a heavyweight browser, making for a more scalable solution.
Different issues arise in the implementation of a server-based architecture. For example, JavaScript handlers are no longer a valid option for detecting browsing actions. One possible mechanism for recording user actions in this scenario is to have the WebVCR server rewrite the HTML pages before presenting them to the user, so that all link traversals and form submissions to the destination site are in fact redirected through the WebVCR server. § Note that the server must also simulate some of the actions performed by browser, such as the handling of cookies -since it is the WebVCR server that requests documents from the destination site, any cookies present in the user's machine are not visible. Other differences between the two architectures include: ¢ Privacy: A WebVCR server has access to all information recorded in the smart bookmark, and that is sent to and downloaded from the destination site during record and replay. The client-based architecture in contrast, offers greater privacy to the user, since record/replay occur at the user's desktop, and the information recorded in the smart bookmark is also stored locally.
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Implementation complexity: In client-based architectures, since record and replay is done via the user's browser, destination sites requiring cookies or secure access (HTTPS) pose no problems. In contrast, server-based implementations must provide special support for these features.
Ease of use and convenience: In server-based architectures, the user does not need to install/download the application, but needs to access the third party's Web server ¦ Smart bookmarks can be made available through a unique URLs generated by the server. § Some notification services such as MindIt [14] use this technique. every time the smart bookmarking functionality is required.
¢ Security: Because of security restrictions imposed by browsers, in client-based architectures, the WebVCR applet must be granted certain privileges. For example, UniversalBrowserAccess is required since the applet needs to read/modify pages downloaded from different domains, and UniversalFileAccess is required if the user desires to save bookmarks into HTML files for later access. It is our experience that some users are not comfortable with accepting certificates and granting such privileges to applets.¢ Secure connections: In server-based architectures, HTTPS connections must be handled properly. In order to provide an end-to-end secure connection, the Web-VCR server must open two distinct secure connections: one to the destination, and one to the client.
Handling scripting languages: In some sites, selecting an option from a selection box causes a JavaScript event handler to fire, which in turn causes a new page to be loaded. To handle this in a server-side setting would require analyzing all such JavaScript code, and rewriting it so that all requests go through the WebVCR server. It is worth pointing out that a hybrid architecture consisting of a combination of server-based and client-based components is also possible: a user may create a smart bookmark with a personal WebVCR on his desktop, and later replay this smart bookmark on the desktop from his personal digital assistant (PDA) using a wireless modem.
Web Personalization and Mobile Access Smart bookmarks were described in passing in our previous work on Web personalization [3] , where we propose a new approach to personalization that allows users to specify the contents of a personal home page, much like in MyYahoo (http://my.yahoo.com) but with more choices: a personal page is built from a set of general queries over information from multiple Web sites. For instance, the user can specify that an arbitrary Web page (or section thereof) be embedded in the personal home page as a frame (or layer). The specification of the content of each frame can be a URL, a smart bookmark, or a more complex query that retrieves the desired content.
The ability to easily create access wrappers makes it possible to produce highly personalized Web clipping services when combined with the ability to extract parts of pages. The ability to return only select portions of the final Web page is very desirable for mobile clients (e.g., smart phones and PDAs) that have limited bandwidth. Furthermore, this can be combined with phone browsing technology (e.g., [4, 16] ) to make this personalized content available via phone.
Smarter Affiliate Programs and Permission Marketing
Many sites offer affiliate programs, where they give third-party sites commissions from sales originated in those sites (see e.g., [2] ). Using smart bookmarks to produce complex orders, affiliate programs can be made more valuable, both to the merchant who ultimately ships the items and to the consumer who uses the service. For instance, currently, a recipe site can put a link to a merchant site selling ingredients used in the recipe or to a product on that site which is needed in the recipe. In the latter case, the user clicks on the product link and then makes a second click on the resulting page at the merchant site to add the item to the shopping cart. However, affiliate programs cannot make it really simple to order all the items in the recipe unless the merchant site has already produced such a bundle. With the WebVCR, staff of the affiliate programs can produce a smart bookmark that will load a user's shopping cart with exactly the right items for the recipe from the merchants site. The user can remove any unneeded items or add any other desired items before checking out. The increased ease of purchasing makes impulse buying of ingredients to make the recipe more likely. By producing more recipes and corresponding smart bookmarks, the affiliate site can add significant value to the merchant's offerings and gain significant revenue.
Similarly, bundles of offers, for example, clothing suggestions (possibly with ability to see tried on), party supplies, gift baskets items, can be produced by a merchant employing permission marketing and sent as email or placed on a personal Web page for individual customers. The user can easily order the items as above -the difference being that the bookmark is customized with a particular customer in mind rather than as a more general offering. Given the simplicity of producing smart bookmarks, creative bundling options are significantly easier to develop than the alternatives which require server-side programming -creating smart bookmarks requires no programming, only an intuitive VCR style interface. This makes [9] . Tutorials Smart bookmarks can be used as tutorials of how to use a site. The WebVCR has a step-facility that allows users to take their time at each page encountered during a traversal. This can help them learn how the site is structured for particular kinds of use. For example, an online customer care representative for travelocity.com can instruct customers how to navigate the travelocity site for specific tasks (e.g., booking a flight) by remotely creating smart bookmarks and emailing it to customers (possibly including some further explanation in the email).
Web Site Testing
Another useful application for the WebVCR is in Web site testing. Smart bookmarks can be used not only as a test suite to test Web site functionality, but also to test how well a site responds to high volume of hits -for example, by firing multiple smart bookmarks simultaneously.
Implementation
In this section, we describe in detail a client-based WebVCR implementation: the personal WebVCR. Because the tool is targeted to casual Web users, important requirements must be met, most notably the tool must be easy to use and it must also be portable. In order to ensure portability, the WebVCR functionality is implemented as a combination of an applet and JavaScript that (at least in theory) runs on any browser. The applet presents an intuitive VCR-like interface that lets users record/replay smart bookmarks.
The WebVCR applet has a very small footprint, so that it is practical for users to experiment with the system without experiencing large delays for downloading the Java code. It achieves that in part by not duplicating functionality provided by the browser (e.g., instead of implementing an HTML parser, it uses the user browser's DOM API to locate page elements).
The rest of this section describes the implementation as well as issues we encountered while building the system. Certain details are omitted to simplify the presentation, for example we consider user actions to be only link traversals or form submissions, though other kinds of actions (e.g., button clicks) can also be handled.
Information stored in smart bookmarks
As mentioned earlier, the WebVCR applet tracks a user's navigation actions by adding JavaScript event handlers to Web pages during recording. These event han- Figure 7 shows an excerpt of a smart bookmark file (simplified for exposition purposes) to illustrate the kind of information stored.
For link steps, the WebVCR records the following information: text associated with the link; URL that the link refers to; the target name © (if present) in which the resulting Web page should be displayed; and DOM location of the link. Form steps contain: name of the form; DOM location of the form; action associated with the form; method associated with the form (GET/POST); and all the elements in the form. For each form element, further recorded information includes: element name; index of the element in the form (e.g., 3rd element); type of element (e.g., text, password); properties of the element (see below); and type-specific properties (e.g., values for text fields, checked flag for checkboxes and radioboxes, selection index or option lists for selections).
There are different modes for storing user-specified information in smart bookmarks. For instance, the user is able to specify that password fields (e.g., Figure 1(b) ) are either prompted for when needed during replay, or are stored encrypted in the smart bookmark, whereas fields like the origin and destination of flight (Figure 1(c) ) can often be stored in plain text. Accordingly, each attribute has the one of the following properties to guide the WebVCR during playback: prompt (ask the user for the attribute value); stored (use the value that is stored in plain text); encrypted (use the value that is stored encrypted).
Creating smart bookmarks
The recording process is as follows. When the user presses the record button in the applet window, the applet uses LiveConnect [8] to set event handlers on all clickable elements in the page displayed in the browser (i.e., onclick handlers for links, onsubmit handlers for forms, etc.). If there are already event handlers present in the page, the new handlers are chained to the existing handlers to ensure proper replay.
When an event fires, the applet records all the necessary information for the event. It must then wait until the following page is loaded to repeat the process of adding handlers and waiting for events. The WebVCR adds onload handlers to each page to detect when a page has been fully loaded. However, if the page has already loaded when the onload handler is added, the event will never fire. Thus,
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For example, if the document is to be displayed in a particular frame, the target specifies the frame.
The decryption key can be entered once for each WebVCR session. in addition to onload handlers, the WebVCR uses a separate thread that polls the browser window to check whether the document changed.
Ensuring correct replay
The recorded steps are replayed as described in Figure 8 . Each step is executed depending on its type. For URL steps (lines 4-5), the stored href is fetched and loaded into the browser. For link traversals (lines [6] [7] [8] , the recorded properties of the link (DOM location, text, URL) are used to determine the href of the page to be fetched (see below for details on the heuristics used to find the closest match). The page is displayed in the target window specified in the step. Finally, for form submissions (lines 9-11), the recorded properties of the form (name, DOM location, element names and types) are used to determine the appropriate form to be submitted. At- Fig. 8 . Playing a smart bookmark tribute values specified as stored or encrypted are read from the smart bookmark, and the user is prompted for attribute values specified as prompt -these values are used to set the values of the form elements, and the form is then submitted.
During replay, the applet must also detect when a new page is loaded (line 2). The process used is similar to that used for recording. The applet inserts an onload handler in the Web page to detect when the page has been completely loaded. In addition, the applet polls the DOM structures (created by the browser) at regular intervals to check if a sufficient portion of the page has loaded. This is determined currently by checking if the link/form at the recorded DOM location is available, though more sophisticated reasoning is possible.
Since Web pages may change after a smart bookmark is recorded, special care must be taken to ensure that smart bookmarks are correctly replayed. In what follows, we describe some error-correction heuristics that are required to make the replay robust in the presence of changes to the page structure. Even though we limit our discussion to link traversals, similar techniques can be applied for other kinds of smart bookmark steps as well.
During the replay of a link step, the WebVCR first accesses the properties of the link in the currently loaded page that has the same DOM location as the recorded link. If the URL and the target of this link are the same as the recorded information, a match is declared, and this link is used for the replay. However, occasionally there will not be a match. There are several reasons for this. For example:
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The DOM location may have changed. A Web page may have ads that appear before the link that the user has recorded. Since ads that appear in the page usually differ from one traversal to the next, the number of links embedded in the ads may also differ, and consequently, the DOM location of the recorded link may change.
The URL may have changed. Some sites encode session information in the URLs. Consequently, when one logs out and then logs in, the corresponding URL will have changed, and thus, using the same URL is likely to result in a server error. However, the text associated with the link can still be used to perform the match.
The link text may have changed. For example, the cnn.com Web page has a link pointing to the daily almanac, where the text associated with the link refers to the current date. Hence, the link text changes daily, however, the URL associated with the link remains the same.
These changes do not pose a problem to a user browsing the Web since the user can easily determine which link he wants to follow, but they do present a challenge to a system that performs automatic navigation. We use the following heuristics in order to find the closest match for a recorded link step (note that a number of the steps given below can be combined for efficiency):
(1) Attempt to locate a link in the last retrieved page corresponding to DOM location stored in current smart bookmark step. If the link exists, the target of the link matches the bookmark, and either the URL or text of the retrieved link match the step, then use that link. then find all links that match the stored URL up to the first occurrence of a "?" and store them in set of candidate links, which we denote . (6) Eliminate any elements of whose parameter names do not match the stored version. For instance, if the stored URL is http://xyz.com/script?x=10&y=12 then http://xyz.com/script?x=20&y=32 matches, but http://xyz.com/script?x=10&z=12 does not, since it has a parameter named z that does not appear in the stored version. (7) For each parameter in the stored version whose value matches the corresponding parameter value in at least one element of , eliminate all elements of with a non-matching value for the same parameter. (8) If is a singleton set, use that element. (9) Otherwise, the playback can either be aborted, or the link present at the recorded DOM location can be used to try and proceed through the playback (our implementation uses the latter). However, the playback might fail later in the sequence, or the sequence might traverse pages different from what the user had recorded.
Steps 1-4 are self explanatory. Steps 5-8 deal with the case where the link refers to a cgi-script.
Step 6 eliminates the case when the same CGI-bin script is used to handle a variety of tasks, where the same set of variables is required even if there values differ because session information is encoded in them.
Step 7 is used to differentiate between variables that specify the task to perform and those which encode session information. For instance, menu=7 almost certainly implies a task to perform rather than encoding session information. Thus, if a match is found, all non-matching candidates are eliminated.
These heuristics are hard-coded in our current implementation of the WebVCR.
In the future, we plan to let users manipulate them, for example, by choosing the order in which they are applied. The robustness of smart bookmarks can be further improved by letting users define their own matching rules for the various steps in smart bookmarks.
Optimizations
Certain optimizations are possible to speed up the replay. During replay, the user is usually interested in looking at the final page, hence, time can be saved by not loading figures present in the intermediate pages. This can be achieved easily since the browser exposes this functionality via JavaScript.
Also, it might be possible to skip some steps during replay. For example, if the replay is currently at step , and it can be determined that a subsequent step has a well-defined (static) URL, then intermediate steps between a nd can be skipped, thus compressing the bookmark. In Example 1, the Find/Book a Flight step can be skipped, and the WebVCR can go directly to the login page. Another example case is searching for cars in Yahoo classifieds, where some of the intermediate form submissions can be skipped as the information entered into forms in preceding steps ends up encoded in the URL, for example: http://classifieds.yahoo-.com/yc?ce mk=&ck=Toyota&za=and&ce sl=&cc=automobiles& cr=New+York+City&cs=time+2&g=&cf=1 encodes two form submissions, one entering a zip code and one entering the car make Toyota.
Automatically compressing smart bookmarks is made difficult by the fact that the Web server could be maintaining (and updating) some server state during the entire interaction. However, if either no such server state is maintained, or it is not essential for the interaction, reasonable heuristics can be used for compression.
Some other issues and limitations of the WebVCR
HTTP authentication One limitation of solely using the browser for recording smart bookmarks is that some user actions cannot be recorded in the client. For example, it is not possible to detect when HTTP authentication takes place, and since the values entered by the user are not available through the DOM API, such interaction cannot be recorded by the applet. One way to handle this scenario is to have a proxy that intercepts the HTTP authentication messages during recording, so that they can be recorded by the WebVCR applet. During playback, the WebVCR applet can inform the proxy to directly perform the authentication with the destination Web site (without going through the browser). In the current implementation, smart bookmarks that require HTTP authentication can be recorded, but during replay, the WebVCR blocks at the HTTP authentication stage until the user enters the proper values and clicks OK.
State information
The HTTP protocol is stateless, however, Web sites usually maintain some kind of state (e.g., session information). This is accomplished in various ways, the common ones being 1) embedding session ids in URLs, 2) encoding session information in hidden variables inside HTML forms, or 3) storing appropriate cookies on the user's machine. The first two cases are handled easily by heuristics mentioned earlier in the paper. The third case presents some interesting problems. If a user records a smart bookmark with cookies turned off, but replays it with cookies turned on (or vice versa), he might see completely different pages during record and replay. The problem is aggravated if smart bookmarks are shared among users. In the general case (if the two sets of pages are radically different), there is not much that can be done. However, there are specific, common cases that can be handled.
Many sites require users to login to the site, by entering a username and password (or some other such information), and use cookies to keep track of the user as he navigates within that site. Hence, if a user records a smart bookmark with cookies turned on, and logs on to the Web site, this information is stored on the user's machine so that if he re-visits that site (during replay), the user is not presented with the login page at all. A naive way to handle this during replay is to assume that all pages that require a password (i.e., the form submission recorded has a input field of type password) could be login pages, and check if one of the following steps (generally the next step) recorded in the smart bookmark can be used in the current page. If so, the login step is skipped, and replay resumes from that step.
Signed applets During both recording and replay of smart bookmarks, WebVCR needs to access and modify the Web pages being navigated. By default, to prevent unauthorized snooping of a user's Web activity, the browser only allows such access to Web pages retrieved from the same domain as the WebVCR applet. Hence, the WebVCR code needs to be digitally signed with a certificate from a trusted thirdparty (e.g., Verisign), and the user needs to explicitly grant the requested privileges before WebVCR can be used.
Users might not mind granting privileges to WebVCR to access Web documents from other domains during record and replay, but might hesitate granting privileges that allow the WebVCR applet to modify their files (which is required if a user wants to save smart bookmarks). A less convenient mechanism, which doesn't require such a privilege, is to display the recorded bookmark in a browser window, and ask the user to use the browser to save the smart bookmark into an HTML file.
Automatic refresh Accessing some sites (e.g.,cnn.com) results in pages being retrieved which might be redirected after some time to a different URL (e.g., due to the METATAG with an HTTP-EQUIV value of "REFRESH"). While recording a smart bookmark, it is not possible to automatically distinguish between this case, and the case where the user simply typed in a different URL in the location bar (or pulled one from his bookmark list). However, during replay, the WebVCR must distinguish between these cases, since it must execute a step for the latter but not for the former. In our current implementation, the default is to assume that a refresh took place, and if the user wants to create a smart bookmark with disconnected steps, he must explicitly specify so.
Microsoft IE limitations Even though IE 4.0 and higher purports to implement complete JavaScript and LiveConnect, we found that certain features of LiveConnect were not implemented. Also, the security model in IE 4.0 is such that there is no way for JavaScript code in a page to access an applet's methods if the applet is from a different domain than the page containing the JavaScript code. Note that this is exactly the capability that is required in a client-based implementation when recording a smart bookmark. IE 5.0 supports HTML Applications (HTAs) that relax cross-domain access restrictions, and make a client-side implementation feasible. HTAs seem to be unable to directly run applets, so part of the implementation needs to be moved to JavaScript. In addition, relaxation of cross-domain access restrictions is asymmetric. A workaround is to have the JavaScript code that is inserted into Web pages set a local page variable, and have the applet poll the page to determine if the local variable has been changed. The applet can then take whatever action is appropriate. The port of the WebVCR to IE 5.0 is currently underway.
Related Work
Smart bookmarks were described in passing in [3] as a basic building block of a personalization platform. In this paper, we give a detailed description of the idea underlying smart bookmarks, the methodology and implementation of a system that provides the functionality.
There is a huge literature on tools and techniques to build wrappers for Web sites (e.g., [15, 11, 10, 1] ). However, the main focus of previous work is on extracting information from Web pages. While it is possible to add extraction functionality to the WebVCR, its major emphasis is to automate the retrieval of hard-to-reach pages.
Internet Explorer (IE) version 5 has introduced the Intellisense Technology, a feature built into the browser that records values of certain form elements every time a form is filled out. If the same form is later loaded in the browser, IE displays, under the elements, a list previously entered values from which the user may choose. Note that not all form elements are supported, for example, the values for elements such as radio buttons or pull-down lists are not recorded.
The automation of the process to retrieve dynamically generated Web pages was addressed in [6] , where navigation maps were proposed to represent the structure, access paths, and contents of a Web site. Some of the techniques developed for WebVCR can be used in the implementation of a navigation map builder. Krulwich [12] did earlier work on automation of mundane and repetitive browsing tasks. The LiveAgent architecture described in [12] uses a proxy to modify/filter Web pages (similar to MindIt [14]), and it thus has a number of limitations, for example, it is unable to record JavaScript steps.
Recently, there has been a proliferation of personalization and notification services (e.g., [13, 5, 14] ). The WebVCR and smart bookmarks can be used to simplify as well as extend these services. For example, Mind-it [14] is a notification service that allows users to specify pages or sections of pages that they would like monitored. When the pages change, Mind-it alerts the users. However, Mind-it is not able to track hard-to-reach pages (e.g., whose URLs contain session ids, or that are only reachable via a sequence of dynamically generated pages). Similar limitations apply to the other services that we are aware of.
Conclusions and Future Directions
In this paper, we describe the WebVCR system and the techniques it uses to create and replay smart bookmarks -shortcuts to Web content that require multiple browsing steps to be retrieved. The WebVCR presents a VCR-style interface to record and play browsing steps, requiring no programming by the user. Creating and updating smart bookmarks is a simple process involving only the usual browsing actions. Smart bookmarks may be saved in bookmark lists, or mailed to others like any other bookmark. They offer an easy means to auto-navigate the Web, thus simplifying the retrieval of hard-to-reach Web content. Besides saving users time, smart bookmarks may also be used to create a variety of new e-commerce services.
Despite our effort to make the software portable by using standard languages and APIs (e.g., DOM, JavaScript, and Java), differences between Netscape and IE have proved to be a barrier. Our initial implementation runs on Netscape 4.0 and higher, and the port to Microsoft IE 5.0 is underway.
For future work, we plan to address many of the issues described in Section 4 such as the recording of HTTP authentication steps. In addition, we plan to extend the WebVCR to support editing as well as parameterization of smart bookmarks. For example, to let users create template smart bookmarks and provide different input values at each interaction. Other future extensions include: a server-side version to enable to creation of services like Mind-it [14] and CallTheShots [5] , as well as for Web site testing; and the integration of the WebVCR with existing extraction tools.
